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ABSTRACT
To obtain a high level of data quality “high level” must be defined in detail,
the current quality level needs to be objectively assessed and a system to
eliminate any discrepancy between the two levels will need to be developed,
implemented and measured to determine effectiveness. This study focuses
on the development and implementation of an enterprise-wide data quality
improvement (EDQI) system, for the biobank of Cincinnati Children’s
Hospital Medical Center (CCHMC). The EDQI system was designed as a
two-part system. One part is customized per the data quality needs of each
functional group. The second part is generic and is applied across the entire
CCHMC biobanking data system. Results of the two parts are combined and
delivered as a seamless data set for end users to analyze and correct noncompliant data elements.
The EDQI system was implemented alongside a vendor developed
biobanking software system, BTM (Biomaterial Tracking and Management),
written by DSI (Daedalus Software Inc.). A uniform intake process was
developed to gather data quality requirements per biobanking unit along
with a uniform SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) results output
process.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
This study describes the need, development, composition, implementation
and initial results of an Enterprise Data Quality Improvement (EDQI)
system for biobanking software at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical
Center (CCHMC). At its highest level, the EDQI system is responsible for
two primary functions:
1. Identify non-compliant data
2. Notify users of the identified non-compliant data
There are numerous inter-related components of the EDQI system that
allow it to perform these primary functions which will be described in this
study, but ultimately, the system succeeds or fails its objective based on its
ability to successfully carry out these two functions.

1.1

Background Terms and Application

The following are high-level definitions of some key terms that will be
referenced throughout this study. After each term there is a description of
the application of the term specific to this study within CCHMC. Both this
section and the subsequent one are included as many of these terms are
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exclusive to either the biobanking industry or a proprietary technology
accompanying the biobanking industry.
Biobanking – the process of storing biological samples for future use in
research or clinical application; and capturing, retaining and maintaining
data associated with those samples.20 Specific to this study, the storage
process references preparation for a biofluid, bio-tissue, or nucleic acid to be
placed in a freezer that ranges from -4 o to -80o Celsius. CCHMC has
approximately 45 biobanking freezers and over 500,000 pediatric
biosamples.
CCHMC (Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center) – is a 598-bed
pediatric hospital located in Cincinnati, Ohio. CCHMC operates under the
University of Cincinnati’s Department of Pediatrics and is one of the United
States’ leading pediatric research and teaching institutions. CCHMC is
ranked third among all Honor Roll hospitals in the 2014 U.S. News & World
Report survey of best children’s hospitals.28 This study will focus on
CCHMC’s biobanking data system. With over 500,000 pediatric
biosamples, CCHMC may have the largest pediatric biobank in the world.
The following table provides a list of each CCHMC biobanking group and
the total number of samples each group has in BTM:
2

Table 1-1: CCHMC Pediatric Biosamples by Bank
Data Quality Improvement - systematic and continuous actions that lead to
measurable improvement in data quality.28 Data quality represents the
accuracy of data compared to the data source. If the data entry system is the
data source other accuracy verification measures can be used. Such
accuracy verification might include statistical analysis with a review of
outliers, comparison of inter-related data elements, calculation verifications
or other appropriate verification based on a specific data set.28 Specific to
this study, the data set is the BTM data that resides in a SQL database. The
verification processes consists of checking the accuracy of the biobanking
data against a source outside of BTM.
Enterprise-wide Data System - a large-scale software application and
underlying database that supports a business process, data reporting and data
analytics in a complex organization.3 Specific to this study, the large-scale
3

application software is BTM (Biomaterial Tracking and Management),
produced by DSI (Daedalus Software Inc.). The complex organization that
BTM supports is CCHMC (Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center).
The business process that is supported is biobanking.

FTA Card – FTA is an acronym for Fast Technology for Analysis of nucleic
acids. Biological samples, such as blood and saliva, adhere to the FTA card
(paper) through the mechanism of entanglement, while the mixture of
chemicals lyses cells and denatures proteins. Because nucleases are
inactivated, the DNA is essentially stable when the sample is properly dried
and stored. Nucleic acid damage from nucleases, oxidation, ultraviolet light
(UV) damage, microbes, and fungus is reduced when samples are stored on
an FTA card.15 Multiple CCHMC banks and projects use FTA cards,
usually with a blood spot on them.

1.2 Technological Terms and Application
BLOB (Binary Large Object) Text – data values treated as binary strings.
They have no character set, and sorting and comparison are based on the
numeric values of the bytes in column values. Text values are treated as nonbinary strings (character strings). They have a character set, and values are
4

sorted and compared based on the collation of the character set.17 This term
shows up twice in this study, once referencing the data format used for
laboratory test result data passed from CCHMC’s laboratory system, Cerner,
and another referencing BTM’s annotation data.

BTM (Biomaterial Tracking and Management) Application - software
application specifically developed to help biobanks maximize the use of
available samples, and to encourage collecting samples prospectively, for
biomedical research. BTM lets biobanks store large numbers of samples and
track each sample’s movement through the research center. It lets
researchers search for samples by criteria relevant to a given research
project, and it lets biobank workers quickly find appropriate samples and
distribute them to researchers.31 In this study, BTM will be referenced
frequently as it is CCHMC’s biobanking data system.
BTM Bank – a subunit within the BTM application that represents a
department or division of people within an enterprise whose purpose is
collecting, organizing, documenting, storing, and tracking biological
samples.31 The specific BTM Banks referenced in this study are the
following:
o CAGE (Center for Autoimmune Genomics and Etiology) Bank

5

o Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center Bank


BOFC (Better Outcomes for Children) Project – BOFC is a project
within the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center Bank.

o NEO (Neonatology) Bank
o PAH (Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension) Bank
o PRTR (Pediatric Rheumatoid Tissue Repository) Bank

* The list above is not a complete list of BTM Banks currently in CCHMC’s
production environment. These banks are specifically mentioned in this
study because each has a custom ETL process associated with it and those
processes significantly affected the development of the EDQI system. A
complete list of BTM Banks is provided in Figure 3-21 (page 49).

BTM GUID – BTM assigned Global Unique Identification number provided
to each sample in BTM. This number is 37 digits long and is guaranteed to
be unique for two generations.31

Drupal - an open source, website development software maintained and
developed by a community of over 1,000,000 users and software developers.
Drupal is distributed under the terms of the General Public License.6 This
technology was used to develop the Help-BTM website displayed in Figure
4-43.

6

i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) – a
comprehensive software and methodological framework to enable clinical
researchers to accelerate the translation of genomic and “traditional” clinical
findings into novel diagnostics, prognostics, and therapeutics.19 For this
study, CCHMC has a custom version of i2b2 which researchers use for deidentified cohort identification and analysis.

Java - a platform independent programming language expressly designed for
use in the distributed environment of the Internet. It was designed to have
the feature similar to the C++ language, but it is simpler to use than C++ and
enforces an object-oriented programming model. Java can be used to create
complete applications that may run on a single computer or be distributed
among servers and clients in a network. It can also be used to build a small
application module or applet for use as part of a Web page. Applets make it
possible for a Web page user to interact with the page.1 Specific to this
study, Java is the technology that was used to develop the BTM application
and the RL/GL (Red Light/Green Light) application.
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RL/GL (Red Light/Green Light) Application – CCHMC custom developed
traffic light application that accepts a biosample accession number and
returns a green light if the sample can be retained in the biorepository and a
red light is the sample should be discarded based on consent status. The
underlying database for this application receives consent data from
CCHMC’s EHR System, Epic.18

SQL Server - a relational database management system from Microsoft that
is designed for the enterprise environment. SQL Server runs on T-SQL
(Transact-SQL), a set of programming extensions from Sybase and
Microsoft that add several features to standard SQL, including transaction
control, exception and error handling, row processing, and declared
variables.2 Specific to this study, all of the ETL processes described are
written in MS SQL.

SSIS (SQL Server Integration Services) – a tool used to build packages to
merge data from heterogeneous data sources into SQL Server. They can also
be used to populate data warehouses, to clean and standardize data, and to
automate administrative tasks. Integration Services provides a platform to
build data integration and workflow applications. The primary use for SSIS
8

is data warehousing as the product features a fast and flexible tool for data
ETLs. The tool may also be used to automate maintenance of SQL Server
databases, update multidimensional cube data, and perform other functions.5
Specific to this study, SSIS was used to develop the BTM data warehouse
and ETL jobs associated with it.

SSRS (SQL Server Reporting Services) - a server-based report generation
software system from Microsoft. Administered via a web interface, it can be
used to prepare and deliver a variety of interactive and printed reports.
Reports are defined in RDL (Report Definition Language), an XML markup
language. Reports can be designed using recent versions of Microsoft Visual
Studio, with the included Business Intelligence Projects plug-in installed or
with the included Report Builder, a simplified tool that does not offer all the
functionality of Visual Studio.4 Specific to this study, SSRS was used to
setup the subscription email services for the EDQI and develop the reports
displaying any non-compliant data elements discovered.

1.3 The Need for High Data Quality
There are several reasons that necessitate high data quality from CCHMC’s
biobanking data:
9

1. Research discoveries are based on this data (particularly genomic
research).
2. Biobanking data is used for numerous publications both within and
outside of the biobanking industry. Erroneous data would be
problematic for any healthcare specialty dependent on data from
biobanking services.
3. There is some clinical overlap in biobanking data. While it may be
indirect, some biobanking data contributes to clinical care decisions.
Due to the crucial need for high quality data in CCHMC’s biobanking
system, a system design approach was necessary for enterprise level quality
improvement. The design had to be independent of any individual employee
or commercial component to be effective as a long-term quality
improvement solution.

1.4 Basic EDQI Functions
At its highest level, the two basic functions of the EDQI system are:
1. Identify non-compliant data elements
2. Notify the data owner of the non-compliant data elements
identified
10

1.4.1 Identifying Non-Compliant Data Elements
Identifying non-compliant data elements first requires gathering appropriate
requirements at both the enterprise and individual bank levels. Part of the
requirements process is defining “non-compliant” data. At the enterprise
level, these are standard requirements that are the same for all the banks in
BTM. One example of this is one MRN should not be assigned to multiple
patients within one medical facility. This is a standard requirement and a
query can be developed to search for this condition. At the bank level,
however, the definition will not be standard, but rather specific to a
particular bank’s operations. Bank level requirements may involve specific
sample, subject or patient characteristics. These characteristics may or may
not be conditional. Some of these may be statistically driven, for example:
a particular bank desires to know the mean of the volume of all their samples
and they wish to identify all samples that fall beyond three standard
deviations beyond the mean. These data elements would compose .3% of
the particular data set examined see the figure below.
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Figure 1-1: Percentage of Data per Standard Deviation21
The non-compliant identification process is agnostic of data entry method:
manual, automatic (bulk upload) or migration from another data source.
Although this data check occurs subsequent to the actual data entry, and thus
is not performed “real time”, the sequence is appropriate as both the
automatic (bulk upload) and migration data entry methods by-pass any
application level data protection mechanisms. The objective of the bulk
upload ETL processes is to enter large amounts of data quickly. The
frequency options of the non-compliant quality report developed via SSRS
can generally minimize any time interval of data quality risk to an
acceptable level. For this study, the risk is minimal enough that the EDQI
system can be run against the production database. However, the EDQI
12

system could be implemented in a test environment and any bulk upload
ETL process or migration data could be extracted into this environment and
the non-compliant quality report could be run against this data prior to be
pushed into the production environment. This would allow any noncompliant data to be addressed before entering the production environment.
1.4.2 Notifying the Data Owner of Non-Compliant Data Elements
The notification process takes place via an email to the data owner to
conduct an investigation per the data elements identified. The email is
produced through an SSRS subscription. The email contains a report, this
can be in the body of the email or as an attachment, which lists each noncompliant data requirement and the total number of data elements that were
identified via the query developed from the user’s requirements.

Figure 1-2: Sample EDQI Email
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Figure 1-3: Sample EDQI Report
The user (or designated compliance agent) then conducts an investigation
into the identified data elements. Outcomes from the investigation can be:
1) The non-compliant data element is correct and no change
should be made.
2) The non-compliant data element is incorrect and the data is
corrected.
a) One common example of this is a data field has a null
value and per the requirements this field should always
possess a value, thus it is non-compliant.
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Once the data owner’s investigation is complete, a Verification Complete
checkbox field is selected within the BTM application at the appropriate
record level (patient, sample or subject) to indicate that the non-compliant
data has been addressed. Activation of the indicator checkbox will trigger
the EDQI system to skip this record to avoid causing the data owner to
investigate the same data element multiple times. The only exception to this
rule occurs when data in the record (patient, sample or subject) is modified,
once this happens, the value of the Verification Complete checkbox is reset
to null. This is a protective mechanism that ensures that the EDQI system
check always post cedes data entry. The Verification Complete checkbox
was a data element that the vendor, DSI, added to the BTM software
specifically for this study.

1.5 Hypothesis and Goals
The hypothesis for this project is: if an EDQI system is developed and
implemented for CCHMC’s biobanking data system, then the percentage of
non-compliant data will decrease.

The Primary end point of the hypothesis is:
1) Identification of non-compliant data.
15

Secondary end points of the hypothesis are:
1) Conversion of non-compliant data requirements into SQL
statements.
2) Automated execution of non-compliant detection queries against
the production enterprise database.
3) Development of an SSRS report displaying non-compliant data
categorized per requirement.
4) Implementation of an SSRS email subscription to distribute noncompliant results.

CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW and
RESEARCH GAP
There has been significant work done regarding data entry error detection at
the application level, both programmatic and manual. Examples of each
include:
1) Programmatic – implementation of a field mask on a date field to limit
acceptable data entries to values equal to or less than current date.
2) Manual – implementation of a data save restriction that prevents a
transaction from being pushed to the database until a second user logs
into the system and verifies the pending transaction.

16

For this study, the following keywords were used for a literature review
search: Data Entry Errors, Software Business Rules, Software Validation
and Improve Data Quality. Sources for these keywords were PubMed and
Google Scholar. Over 200 papers were reviewed and this study shares the
most pertinent ones regarding the targeted research. The following
challenges and solutions section provides a summation of the information
reviewed.

2.1 Challenges
Accurate data entry is essential for carrying out high-quality research, and
increasing data quality is an ongoing concern in medical research. The
consequences of making invalid conclusions as a result of incorrect data
could have dire consequences for the researcher, the researcher’s institution
and possibly a medical patient.14 Data entry errors are very common and
originate in several different ways such as:
• Migration (source) errors including duplicate controls during
migration, spelling errors and integrity control on certain values10
• Incorrect or incomplete data transfer from an EHR or other data
source
o This could be the result of an inaccurately configured
Infobutton or other ETL process8
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• Typographical error by free-form data entry 12, 14

2.2 Solutions
Each challenge listed above can be mitigated by implementation of an
appropriate quality improvement mechanism for a particular system. The
following is a list of possible solutions to help improve data quality:
• Checklists (programmed into a CPOE/EHR with mandatory task
completion acknowledgment) seem to be a key instrument to reduce
individual variations between staff members doing the same tasks,
reduce human error and ensure quality standards are maintained.13
• Alert systems provide valuable checks/balances and early alerts can
result in quick identification of erroneous data.7
• Although time consuming and costly, double data entry is still more
accurate that single.14 A hybrid form via a programmatic mandatory
quality check by a second user prior to transaction execution also
achieves this objective.
• When possible, restrict response options to predefined, validated
responses14
o Regarding ETL processes, data filters may need to be applied as a
pre-transmission screening or pre-table load screen post transmission


Some of these filters may duplicate those at the application layer,
but are necessary to accommodate a bulk uploading process. Some
of the filters will be unique to bulk data processing, such as a data
element that is entered once but distributed to many records.

18

2.3 Literature Review Themes
A general theme in the literature review regarding data quality improvement
system was the need for institutions to create site-wide data warehouses to
support quality audits and longitudinal research. This need was even
implied in articles where smaller one-off type quality improvement measures
were implemented. The more robust and complex the quality improvement
system was, especially those with some type of integration into EHRs such
as Epic or Cerner, the greater the need existed for a data warehouse.32
Another theme was simply that of ‘designed focus’. This phrase constitutes
the necessity of a certain level of customization. Quality improvement
systems that include repeated assessments, feedback, and training appear to
improve data quality in a range of practices. Per the literature review, there
is simply not a ‘plug and play’ quality improvement system that can be
purchased off the shelf, installed and be effective. The nature of the
composition of a quality improvement system requires both initial and
continual analyses of the systems components and the results achieved
against a set of pre-defined performance metrics. The individual
components of a quality improvement system can be exchanged; however
the quality improvement system itself has to continually be analyzed for, and
19

modified to accommodate, continual improvement. The implications of this
are cost and resources, this is particularly true regarding the initial design of
the quality improvement system.33
In the literature review, the two most frequently cited data quality attributes
were ‘accuracy’ and ‘completeness’. In a review of quality improvement
practices to improve the data quality of medical registries, a direct
comparison is made regarding data collected automatically (computer
system to computer system) versus data collected manually. Automatic
collection had a higher accuracy rate versus manually collected data.
However, manually collected data was slightly more complete than
automatically collected data. The higher level of completeness is a result of
situations requiring human discretion and adaptation. It is challenging to
program for every contingency and automatic data entry requires specific
instructions for all possible scenarios, however the majority of scenarios left
unaccounted during the requirements gathering phase are typically
discovered in the initial phase after implementation. One mitigation strategy
for this is to conduct parallel systems for a short time after initial
implementation. Some procedures designed to minimize inaccurate and
incomplete data include the following:
1) Adequate training of data collection personnel
20

2) Proper design of a data collection protocol
3) Monitoring data to detect data errors
4) Correction of discovered data errors
5) Root cause analysis of discovered data errors
6) Double data entry and subsequent comparison
While the literature review revealed that definitions of data quality and data
quality attributes are often non-specific, there was a reoccurring emphasis
that for a quality improvement system to be effective, it is necessary to
determine what attributes constitute data quality before implementation.34
Per the literature review, terms describing ‘data quality’ included: accuracy,
accessibility, comprehensiveness, consistency, currency, definition,
granularity, precision, relevancy and timeliness. Poor data quality was
associated with unreliability, increased work time, increased errors and
increased liability. While computer based documentation has improved data
quality over paper-based documentation, there still seems to be viability in
coding due to variations in training and experience. Aside from training and
experience variations, there is also some challenge with eliminating paper
signatures from clinical practices. Anytime a traditional signature is
required, an opportunity for error is introduced because an electronic process
has to migrate back to a paper process and often subsequently migrate back
to an electronic process. Each migration introduces risk to data quality.
21

Traditional signatures also introduce another quality risk which is a delay in
time between data transfer from the data source to the next data process.
Time delays introduce risk because the data system now has to account for
the gap in time, other related data elements that may have changed during
that gap in time and additional related data elements that may have been
added during that gap in time.35

A general observation from the literature review is the potential for EHR use
in medical research is tremendous. Unfortunately, the data quality of many
EHR systems tempers that potential a bit. There is a lack of consistency in
EHR data quality assessment. This places the burden on researchers, or their
respective organizations, using EHR data to develop: systemic, empirically
driven, statistically based methods for data quality assessment. Some
strategies used for EHR data assessment include the following:
1. Data element agreement – comparing multiple elements within an
EHR
2. Data element presence – seeking data elements expected to be in the
EHR
3. Data source agreement – comparing data from an EHR with another
source
4. General validation – comparing EHR data elements with logical data
values
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The last strategy listed, general validation, deals with plausibility. Part of
this determination may include looking for data elements with values outside
a generally accepted biological range or comparing data elements against a
pre-determined acceptable range per the subject matter experts of a
particular process.
Another tool for data quality assessment and data quality improvement is the
use of a ‘gold standard’. This is generally defined as a dataset drawn from
another source. This could include concurrently kept paper records, a
separate electronic dataset, information supplied by patients, a data quality
check performed by patients or separate data sets which contributed to the
complete EHR file. As the name, ‘gold standard’, implies; this is used as a
trusted source of truth for quality improvement systems to reference as
appropriate.36

Part of the literature review included a data quality assessment of a
multicenter registries study. This included a coordinated effort between
scientists and data managers to develop a data governance infrastructure
consisting of both organizational and technical solutions. An early quality
assessment of the data in the central database used in this study revealed
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numerous data quality problems including: inconsistencies, missing values,
and errors in baseline epidemiology. Reasons for the poor data quality
included: multiple data sources, by-passed input rules, and distributed
heterogeneous systems. A steering committee was established to direct the
organizational needs of the system and a technical working group was
established to translate those needs into technical requirements for
development of a quality improvement system. The technical working
group was charged with ensuring data accuracy and completeness. A
validation system was established for error detection and correction for data
centers submitting data to a central informatics database. The validation
system was developed on allowable values and a crosscheck of related
database elements for logical and scientific consistency. The validation
system was a two-tiered system consisting of a vendor-developed quality
control tool which runs as a Java WebStart application to download the
current release of the XML data dictionaries and perform all of the
validation checks on the registries hardware prior to data submission. The
quality control tool outputs a list of the validation errors and warnings to
assist the data submitters in correcting their data submission file to match the
data dictionary. This enables sites to prepare and fix many data problems
weeks before submitting the file to the informatics support center. This
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‘pre-validation’ is valuable in mitigating risks prior to the data being
transferred or migrated to another data system. The absence of an enterprise
level quality improvement system for each member institution contributed to
the need for the pre-validation.37

In the literature review, there was a recurring theme that any time EHR data
is used for a purpose other than providing patient care, there is a necessity to
have a data validation system in place in order to use that data for
surveillance or research purposes. The Canadian Primary Care Sentinel
Surveillance Network developed a validation system composed of both
manual and automated processes. The validation system initially discovered
the following data quality issues:
1. Missing data
2. Variation in terminology
3. Misclassification of coding
4. Significant variation between diseases
The missing data issue was primarily missing diagnoses. Some diagnosis
had ICD-9 codes listed but no other diagnosis documentation in the medical
chart. When this was the case, algorithms in the automated processes found
the diagnoses but the diagnoses were missed in the manual chart reviews.
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The opposite also occurred as some diagnoses were recorded in free text
only. Those were found in the manual chart review but were missed by the
algorithms. A separate issue with this network, but a common theme per the
literature review was many data discrepancies discovered via the validation
process had occurred during data extraction or data migration processes.
Also, similar to the registries study, the absence of an enterprise level quality
improvement system for each member institution contributed to the need for
a pre-validation system.38

2.3.1 Summary of Themes
The culmination of literature reviewed emphasized the need for quality
improvement systems to have a level of customization to be truly effective.
Several articles from the literature review presented a trade-off in the
balance between quality improvement mechanisms that can be automated
with technology and those that require subjective ‘human’ intervention. The
literature also emphasized that while certain mechanisms may be exchanged
between systems and processes, to truly be effective every ‘system’ seems to
require a certain level of customization. Cumulatively, the literature
indicated a direct correlation between the level of customization of a quality
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improvement system and the corresponding level of effectiveness derived
from that system.

2.4

Research Gaps

The major research gaps identified were:
1) Data quality improvement of the entire enterprise
2) Data quality improvement specific to biobanking data
3) Using combinations of SSIS, SSRS along with web building tools to
develop a customized quality improvement system

CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
3.1

Algorithm and System Design

Figure 3-1 provides a visual display of development algorithm process. This
is an overly simplistic view of the process; however, it is worth noting that
an agile approach was able to be utilized because an exact replication of the
BTM database was readily available to test solutions without placing
production data at any risk. This replication database could be, and often
was, updated in real time to match the production environment. This proved
valuable in the development of the EDQI system with regard to efficiency in
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development. A second valuable resource was an ample supply of end-user
participation in both providing development requirements and testing
solutions. The availability of these resources permitted a development
process that was both iterative and incremental. Figure 3-1 below provides a
high-level overview of the EDQI development algorithm.
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EDQI Development Algorithm
Define
Problem

Solution

Test Solution in a
Test Environment

Pass/Fail

If Fail – Develop
“new” Solution

If Pass - Proceed
Determine Risk/Mitigation –
Migration to Production

Small Scale/Controlled
Migration to Production

Pass/Fail

If Fail – Develop
“new” Solution

If Pass - Proceed
Full Scale Migration
to Production

Figure 3-1: EDQI Algorithm Design
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3.2 EDQI Work Flow Algorithm
A visual workflow diagram of the EDQI algorithm is depicted in Figure 3-2
below. The first two process symbols represent enterprise and bank level
queries which are very unique in objective, however they are combined and
executed in a manner that provides a uniform output to the end user.
Enterprise level queries were developed with criteria applicable to all
CCHMC biobanks in BTM. One example of an enterprise level query is a
check for patients having multiple MRNs (Medical Record Numbers) within
the same medical facility. Another example of an enterprise level query is a
check for samples having multiple GUIDs (Global Unique Identifiers).
Neither of the aforementioned examples should occur for any bank within
the BTM biobank software, so these enterprise level queries are developed
and run agnostic of any bank level considerations.
Bank level queries are specific to each bank in the BTM software. As part
of this study, an additional page in the BTM Help website was developed,
see Figure 3-41, to capture the initial requirements needed to write the bank
specific queries. This process was applied retroactively to pre-existing
banks and the process has been implemented as part of a larger set of
processes that are applied to all new banks.
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The following are two examples of bank level queries:
7) If a biosample type is blood, the additive should be EDTA
(Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) and the tube type should be a
‘pink top tube’.
8) If a biosample type is EBV (Epstein–Barr virus) cells, the
additive should be acid-citrate-dextrose and the tube type
should be a cryovial – ‘yellow tube’.
While the specifics elements of bank level queries differ, the basic structure
is similar which helps to streamline the EDQI implementation process for
each new bank.
The following is an example of a bank level requirement verifying
appropriate biofluid volume amounts:
For total volume, capture any of the following conditions:
1) For all samples if a value is not selected
2) For blood tubes if a value is less than 3 mls.
3) For plasma/serum if a value is over 1.2 mls.
4) For plasma/serum if a value is under .2 mls.
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And here is the query produced based on the previous requirement:
SELECT
Sample.GUID
, BankSample.BankSpecificSampleId
, CASE
WHEN SampleType.Name IS NULL THEN 'No Sample Type'
WHEN SampleType.Name = 'blood' AND
SampleDescription.Volume < 3 THEN 'Blood Less Than 3mls'
WHEN SampleType.Name IN ('plasma', 'Serum') AND
(SampleDescription.Volume < .2 OR
SampleDescription.Volume > 1.2) THEN 'Plasma/Serum
Outside .2 - 1.2 Range'
END AS VolumeIssues
, SampleDescription.Volume
, SampleType.Name AS SampleTypeName
FROM Sample
INNER JOIN BankSample
ON Sample.GUID = BankSample.SampleID
INNER JOIN Bank
ON BankSample.BankID = Bank.GUID
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INNER JOIN SampleDescription
ON Sample.GUID = SampleDescription.SampleID
INNER JOIN SampleType
ON SampleDescription.SampleTypeID =
SampleType.GUID
WHERE
Bank.NAME = 'CCHMC PAH Biobank' AND
CASE
WHEN SampleType.Name IS NULL THEN 'No Sample
Type'
WHEN SampleType.Name = 'blood' AND
SampleDescription.Volume < 3 THEN 'Blood Less Than 3mls'
WHEN SampleType.Name IN ('plasma', 'Serum') AND
(SampleDescription.Volume < .2 OR
SampleDescription.Volume > 1.2) THEN 'Plasma/Serum
Outside .2 - 1.2 Range'
END IS NOT NULL
ORDER BY VolumeIssues, SampleType.Name,
SampleDescription.Volume
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The following is an example of an enterprise level requirement identifying
patients with multiple MRNs:
1. Capture patients with multiple patient records and MRNs for the
same medical facility.
And here is the query produced based on the previous requirement:
USE BTMResearch
SELECT pp.FirstName, pp.LastName, pp.DateOfBirth,
pmrn.MedicalFacilityId, COUNT28
FROM PatientMrn pmrn
INNER JOIN PatientProfile pp ON pmrn.PatientId = pp.PatientGuid
WHERE MedicalFacilityId = '29b59d5b-05fc-4297-9a566e201d1fd727'
GROUP BY pp.FirstName, pp.LastName, pp.DateOfBirth,
pmrn.MedicalFacilityId
HAVING COUNT28 > 1
ORDER BY pp.LastName, pp.FirstName
Both enterprise level and bank level queries are bundled and distributed as
one set of results at the frequency desired by the bank owners. The EDQI
algorithm work flow below provides a high level display of the sequence of
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steps from query design to acknowledgment of investigation by the end user
within the application.

Figure 3-2: EDQI Work Flow Diagram
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3.3 CCHMC Biobanking Data System and EDQI Components
The following sections provide descriptions of each of the biobanking data
systems and EDQI components. Figures 3-3 and 3-4 provide a high level
illustration of these components. The simple numerical scheme used in
Figure 3-4 will be referenced throughout the remainder of this report. The
initial section of each EDQI component is a non-technical “Component
Overview” which provides some background information about that
particular EDQI component. After the “Component Overview”, is a
“Component Description” section which provides technical details of each
EDQI component.
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Figure 3-3: Component level overview of EDQI system.
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Figure 3-4: Component level overview of the EDQI system numbered by
functional relationships.
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3.3.1 Component #1, Epic and Cerner Systems
A significant portion of the data residing in BTM starts in CCHMC’s EHR
system, Epic. Smaller portions come from other medical institutions and
direct data entry into BTM. CCHMC’s laboratory operations data resides in
a separate system called Cerner. The Cerner system is mainly used to
process laboratory tests. The requests for these tests and the results of these
tests are both stored in Epic.24

Figure 3-5 below illustrates some of the physical processes and the
accompanying data flows. The process begins with a patient visit and
registration data entered into Epic. It is during the registration process that
the patient consent process also takes place. This process will be covered
fully as part of Component #2, but to understand the complete process it is
important to know that consent is obtained at the time of registration and the
consent decision is stored in Epic. Lab tests are also defined and ordered via
Epic; however, the lab test request is passed via an HL7 interface to Cerner.
The Cerner system assigns each sample a unique Accession identification
number. The Cerner system stores the tests performed along with test results
and passes this information back to Epic via the HL7 interface referenced
earlier. The test results passed from Cerner to Epic may be composed of
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numeric data or BLOB text. Any further data entry or data management
takes place in Epic.24
On a daily basis, Epic’s underlying Chronicles database is copied into
Clarity, an Oracle database. It is from the Clarity database that the RL/GL
(subject of the Component #2 section of Figure 3-4) database is populated.
It is from the RL/GL database that data is pulled into the BTM database
(subject of the Component #3 section of Figure 3-4). All of these transfers
are represented in the high level process and data flow diagrams in the figure
below.24
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between the RL/GL database and the BTM database as illustrated in Figure
3-6 below.23

Figure 3-6: Process location of RL/GL application
The RL/GL database is populated via an ETL job that runs daily and obtains
a pre-defined data set from Clarity. Basic patient demographic data is
obtained in this ETL along with basic sample data such as department
(requestor), date, accession number, and sample type. The most important
data in the RL/GL database, and the primary purpose of both the RL/GL
application and database, is the consent status. From a work flow
perspective, the end-user (usually a laboratory worker) uses a bar code
scanner to scan the bar code on a biosample into the RL/GL application in
order to see the consent status. If the patient, or legally authorized
representative, has provided consent, the application displays a green light
illuminated on a traffic light display. In this scenario, the user will retain the
sample for research purposes and it will go through the proper preparation
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methods for storage. On the data side, after a batch of samples is scanned in
RL/GL, the data is exported to a scan log spreadsheet. This spreadsheet is
first compared against a ‘frequent flyer’ list to determine if samples from
that particular individual are already present in BTM (as only a certain
quantity of biosamples are kept on any one patient). After that, the scan log
spreadsheet is used to populate the BOFC upload spreadsheet (this process is
described in the next section).23
As referenced above, the most important data in the RL/GL database is
patient consent status, specifically, consent status regarding authorization to
use residual clinical samples for research.
The patient’s BOFC consent decision is recorded in Epic. It is recorded
during the registration process along with the patient’s decisions on
documents such as the ‘consent to treat’ and ‘notification of privacy
practices.’ By design, the BOFC project is an opt-in option for patients to
provide one of the following answers:

1. Refuse consent
2. Consent with notification
a. Allows the patient/family providing the sample to receive
information on incidental research findings.
3. Consent without notification
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a. This is essentially anonymous; the patient’s residual clinical
samples are made available in the repository with no
mechanism for re-contact.
4. Consent deferred
a. This option is used in cases where the patient/family needs
more time to consider their decision, where an appropriate
parent or legal guardian does not accompany the minor
patient, or when clinical circumstances are not conducive to
obtaining a meaningful consent.
b. This option will prevent the patient from being asked for
consent again for seven days.18
Separate from the options above is also an option for the patient to withdraw
consent after previously providing consent. If a patient exercises this option;
all existing samples in the biorepository will be destroyed. If a patient
initially provides consent and later decides to refuse participation, but does
not withdraw; any sample collected during the initial period of BOFC
consent can still be used for research.18
Finally, if a patient is under 18 years of age at the time when the original
BOFC consent is obtained, a parent will provide consent and the child
‘assent’. After turning 18, the patient will be asked to provide consent at the
first visit after their 18th birthday. This BOFC consent does not expire
unless the patient specifically withdraws from the study.18
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All of the conditions and business rules listed above, plus several others, are
built into the RL/GL application’s logic. When a sample accession number
is entered into the application (usually by scanning a bar code label affixed
to the sample), the application provides a fast and easily interpreted result.
This result provides the instruction for the end user to retain the biosample
for long-term storage or to discard the sample.18
CCHMC’s EDQI system relies on data from RL/GL to provide an on-going
consent status comparison. If there is a discrepancy between the consent
expiration date in RL/GL and BTM, a non-compliant data element is placed
on the BOFC Data Quality Report for investigation. The expiration date
field was chosen as the field of comparison because upon notification of a
consent withdrawal, the compliance agent changes the consent expiration
date in Epic to the date of the withdrawal.
3.3.3 Component #3, Better Outcomes for Children Project
The BOFC (Better Outcomes for Children) bulk upload into BTM is the
most complex of all the upload processes listed on the EDQI Components
diagram (See Figure 3-4). The BOFC project is one of forty-two projects in
the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center Bank. This is the last
BTM Bank in the screen shot of all the BTM Banks in Figure 3-21. It was
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for this project that the RL/GL application (see Component #2 of Figure 34,) was created. Figure 3-7 below provides a macro-level view of the BOFC
upload components.

Figure 3-7: BOFC Upload Components27

Beginning in the upper left corner of Figure 3-7, only one file (AutoGen,
Promega, Trinean or FTA) is processed at a time. The ETL script loads the
file name and associated file data into the import table. For this load, there
are no data checks, but incorrectly formatted files cause critical errors and
the upload fails. When one of these errors occurs, an email, via SSRS, is
sent and a file moved to the _error folder. There is a dedicated transitional
table which always remains empty except when processing a file. Data is
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copied from import table to the staging table and initial data checks are
completed here for things like:
1. Field format (SampleID, DNA1 ID, etc.)
2. Storage location (ensure existence, check for occupancy)
3. Duplicate SampleID
Any failed data checks will reject the file and it will go into the _error folder
and an SSRS email will be sent with error info. If data passes these checks,
the file will go into the _report table. The transitional table referenced
earlier, only contains last file processed. Data is copied from the staging
table to the report table. The report table is a permanent table, data for all
samples always resides in this table and it is used as the source for the
sample (‘staging’) table. Data is merged from the report table into the
sample (‘staging’) table. All samples are deleted and re-created every time a
file is processed.27
Per Figure 3-7 above, as data moves from the BOFC_Blood_DNA_FTA
database to the BTM Research database, the ETL process selects all samples
from the sample (‘Staging’) table where InBTM = 0 and other minimal
eligibility criteria is met. Samples are copied into the transitional
_genericupload_import table with 'BOFC DNA FTA Loader' as the
MigrationSet and MigrationDate of current date and time is assigned. At
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this point, all fields are checked for correct data types and possible
truncation errors. If there is an error, an SSRS email is sent with error
information, the upload to BTM is stopped and the import table is cleared.
If there are no errors, all records from the Import table are inserted into the
Staging table. Key lookup values are updated in the staging table with their
associated BTM GUID. This could be a GUID for: Bank, Project,
MedicalFacility, SampleCategory, TissueCategory, ParentSampleCategory
or ParentTissueCategory. There are also additional updates at this point in
the process such as:
1. Patient_LDAP_MRN
2. SortOrder - the sample parent/child relationship is established via a
combination of data from both the BTM database and the file.
3. ParentSampleGUID - this will be used in later processes by insert
procedures.
4. AliquotOrdinal - the parent/child aliquot order is established from
a combination of data from both the BTM database and the file.27
At this point, all validation checks are performed on the data in the staging
table. If there is a validation error; an SSRS email is sent with the error
information, the upload to BTM is stopped and the import and staging tables
are cleared. If there are no errors in the staging table, all records are copied
to the upload table. From the upload table, data is inserted into BTM tables
shown on the right side of Figure 3-7 (patient, subject, sample, project
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sample). Also at this point in the process, when applicable, the following
additions and/or update are made:
1. Clinical Finding Record (Patient)
2. Patient Consents
3. Patient Diseases
4. Storage (Sample)
Again, referencing Figure 3-7, the updates described in the previous section
are now pushed from BTM (BTM database listed on the right side of Figure
3-7) back to the Sample (‘Staging’) table in the BOFC_Blood_DNA_FTA
database.27

Finally, the Sample (‘Staging’) and Trinean tables are truncated and data is
copied from the BOFC_Blood_DNA_FTA database to the BTM_Reporting
database (shown in the lower left portion of Figure 3-7). There are two
triggers that initiate this process:
1. Total sample count differs
2. Count of samples with HasTrinean = 1 differs
The timing and sequence of the SQL Server jobs are illustrated in the figure
below.
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Figure 3-8: Timing and sequence of BOFC SQL Server jobs27

The BOFC folder structure below illustrates a list of files in the history &
error folders. The filenames with ‘Main’ and ‘Reading’ in them correspond
to different branches of the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
biobank. ‘Champ’ corresponds to a project within the Cincinnati Children’s
Hospital Medical Center biobank.27
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Figure 3-9: BOFC Folder Structure

3.3.4 Components #4 - 7; PAH, CAGE, PRTR, Neonatology
The components for: PAH, CAGE, PRTR and Neonatology are grouped
together due to their similar composition and function. Unlike the BOFC
ETL, which represents one project in a large bank, each of these ETL
processes represents an entire bank.26
From the end-user perspective, the processes are identical. The end-user
places a file in folder on shared drive. See the figure below.
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Figure 3-10: Generic Upload Shared Drive Folder Structure26

A text connector looks to see if the shared folder is occupied. This check is
performed every ten minutes. Files that end in “txt” are read out of the
shared folder. When a file is present, it is moved to a cache area of memory
set up to store the data from the file. Work tables in the database are cleared
and truncated to prepare for data entry. Each row in the spreadsheet gets a
unique ID and each row has a migration set name which dictates which
migration set the generic uploader utilizes. There are some coding
variations per migration set based on the business rules of the bank
associated with the migration set. For each run, there is a migration date and
time which goes down to the millisecond. Finally, data is extracted out of
stage table one row at a time via the Foreach Loop as seen in the third box of
the figure below.26
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Figure 3-11: Generic upload processing sequence.26
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Next the process checks for errors or conditions that will prevent a
successful upload. One such example is a sample is assigned a storage
location that is already in use.

Figure 3-12: Generic Upload Error Detection Process26
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The data is initially read into the genericimportpackage table. Validation
checks are made for valid sample type, sample category, bank sample
identification number (must be unique), project sample identification
number (must be unique), and the storage assignment must be available.
Once all validation tests have passed, the data is imported into the staging
table.26
After the data is imported into the staging table, the folder is moved to the
history file with a date and time stamp placed in front of the file name, see
the figure below.

Figure 3-13: Generic Upload Post Import Data Placement26

It is at this point that the stored procedure, ProcessMigrationSet, is executed,
see the figure below.
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Figure 3-14: ProcessMigrationSet Properties26

Next the process checks to ensure that the generic uploader is not active.
There is a job status flag that is set to “on” when this procedure starts to run.
Then the records are inserted into the BTM database, see the figure below.
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Figure 3-15: BTM Insertion Code26
If there were no errors, the data is uploaded into BTM and the process is
completed. If errors were detected with any pre-insert validation, then
nothing goes beyond the staging table to the BTM database and the error is
written as illustrated in the figure below.
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Figure 3-16: Migration Set Error Handling Code26
Any errors detected will prevent the upload set from completing and
will generate an email similar to the one illustrated in the figure
below.
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Figure 3-17: Migration Set SSRS Automated Error Email26
When a user clicks on the link in the email displayed in Figure 4-18 above,
the link takes the user to the following SSRS report:

Figure 3-18: Migration Set SSRS Error Report

The report provides an error code and error value to assist the end user in
rectifying the error. Once the error has been resolved and the upload
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spreadsheet corrected, the user will proceed to restart the process by placing
the spreadsheet in the shared folder displayed in the figure above.26
This BTM ETL process has been written in SQL and in Perl. Both processes
operate as all-or-nothing uploads as described above. The SQL/SSIS
validation is more thorough than the Perl version as it validates each column
(field) against the database before writing anything to the database, although
both versions have validation checks encoded. Both processes contain code
which debits a sample’s volume when that sample has aliquots created from
it. When this happens the original sample is henceforth referred to as a
‘parent’ and the aliquots are referred to as ‘children’. Creating aliquots is a
common practice in medical research for numerous reasons. One important
reason is to mitigate the risk of losing a sample (particularly a rare disease
sample) via mechanical failure to a freezer. By creating aliquots, samples
can be stored in separate freezers even separate freezers in separate buildings
when appropriate. The figure below displays is a segment of Perl code
which debits the volume of a parent sample.
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Figure 3-19: Sample Debiting Code Snippet26
The ETL processes that compose components four through seven run every
ten minutes as displayed in the figure below.

Figure 3-20: ETL Job Properties26
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3.3.5 Component #8, BTM Application
Aside from the ETL processes described in the previous component sections,
there is a significant portion of data that is manually entered into the BTM
application and saved to the BTM database. This section only will cover the
basic data entry operations performed by a BTM end-user; this is by no
means intended to be an exhaustive description of BTM application
functionality, but rather will provide an application overview to facilitate the
understanding and connection to CCHMC’s EDQI designed around BTM.
The figure below provides a screenshot of the home screen of the BTM
application. This figure also displays all of the banks currently in CCHMC’s
production environment.

Figure 3-21: Biobanks in BTM’s Production Environment30

The figure below provides expanded views of the BTM navigation panel,
displayed above in Figure 3-21 on the left hand side.
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Figure 3-22: Expanded Views of BTM’s Navigation Panel30

The general starting point for manual data entry is the accession page.
While the figure below displays a biofluid sample, there are similar screens
for tissue, nucleic and isolate microorganism samples. Noteworthy on this
screen is the assignment of the BTM GUID. If a user hits the save button
without entering any data, BTM will assign a BTM GUID number. After a
BTM GUID has been assigned, the user is presented with links to create
aliquots, derivatives or isolate microorganism. Clicking any of those links
provides the user with an opportunity to create a ‘child’ sample where the
appropriate characteristics, dependent upon the particular link selected, are
inherited for the user to view upon creation.31
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Figure 3-23: General Tab of BTM’s Accession Biofluid Sample Screen30

Users enter all sample characteristics on the Sample Description tab. As is
the case throughout the BTM application, all the drop-down lists on this tab
are configurable. Another key feature of the application is the configurability
of user-level permissions. This is especially true with compliance to the
Privacy Rule of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPPA) of 1996. BTM users can be added with or without access to
protected health information (PHI) of research subjects. At CCHMC, most
users have access to the PHI of the subjects within the bank they have
permission to add or edit data; however they cannot view PHI, or other data,
from any bank in BTM that they have not been granted permission to
access.31
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Figure 3-24: Sample Description Tab of BTM’s Accession
Biofluid Sample Screen30

The annotation form is a supplemental part of BTM that can be used in lieu
of or in additional to the core components of the application. The
information from the annotation form is stored as BLOB text, so it is more
difficult to organize or report off of these data versus data housed in other
portions of the application which are stored in a SQL database. CCHMC
used the annotation form function of BTM in a migration project for the
PRTR Bank which is number six on the numbered components diagram
listed in Figure 3-4. There were certain fields in the legacy data system that
were not part of BTM. These fields were not deemed to be of significant
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importance, however, the users of the legacy system wanted to retain them
in some format just in case they were needed for reference at some point in
the future. The figure below is a blank version of the annotation form
created for that project.

Figure 3-25: BTM annotation form example – Juvenile Idiopathic
Arthritis30
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The hierarchal sample storage in the BTM application is generally setup in
the following format:
1) Facility
a) Bank
1. Freezer
(1) Shelf
(a) Rack
(i) Row (optional)
1. Box
a. Slot31
The figure below provides an illustration of BTM’s storage hierarchy from
facility to box.

Figure 3-26: Expanded view of BTM’s storage hierarchy30
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The figure below provides a visual illustration of a box (or holder)
configuration with all the slot (or well) identification numbers.

Figure 3-27: Holder Level View of BTM’s Storage Hierarchy30

BTM captures patient data in a similar fashion to sample data. The
following three figures below display three different tabs within the
Create/Edit Patient module. An important piece of functionality within this
module is the Family Group concept shown on the Project tab of the
Create/Edit Patient module; displayed in subsequent figures below. The
Family Group unique identification number provides a link between research
subjects (patients) and their family members. This functionality is
particularly important for genetic research projects when tracing the genetic
linkage from the subject forward or backward.31
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Figure 3-28: General Tab of BTM’s Create/Edit Patient Screen30

Figure 3-29: Project Tab of BTM’s Create/Edit Patient Screen30

Figure 3-30: Family Membership Tab of BTM’s Create/Edit Patient
Screen30

Two of the three preceding figures were from the Create/Edit Patient screen
and one was from the Create/Edit Subject screen. The following bullet
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points provide information on the fundamental data relationships and
connections in BTM:
• A ‘Site’ contains multiple ‘Banks’.
• A ‘Bank’ contains ‘Medical Facilities’ which make ‘Patients’
available to the ‘Bank’.
• A ‘Bank’ contains ‘Projects’ which contains ‘Patients’ as
‘Subjects’.
o ‘Subjects’ are unique on a project level.

• A ‘Project’ contains ‘Samples’, which are linked to the
‘Subjects’.
o ‘Banks’ can also contain ‘Samples’, which can be linked
directly to ‘Patients’, however, this usually, happens via
‘Projects’ and ‘Subjects’.31
The figure below provides a graphical illustration of the BTM relationships.
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Figure 3-31: BTM Relationship Overview25

3.3.6 Component #9, i2b2 ETLs from BTM Data Warehouse
This component describes two of CCHMC’s most important ETL processes
and emphasizes the need for an EDQI system as poor data quality in BTM
will migrate directly to i2b2 and will adversely affect decisions made by
CCHMC medical researchers. CCHMC researchers perform de-identified
cohort identification and analysis via CCHMC’s custom version of i2b2.
CCHMC uses i2b2 in this capacity for several data sources in addition to
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BTM. The figure below is an example of one i2b2 Workbench where a deidentified cohort would be obtained.24, 25

Figure 3-32: i2b2 Production Workbench19

End users combine cohort elements as desired to see options available in the
biorepository. This concept is explained at the bottom of the figure above
with the example of two year old male patients with asthma.19
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As depicted in the Component Diagram, Figure 3-4, the i2b2 data feeds from
BTM actually come from the BTM data warehouse, not the BTM production
database. The BTM data warehouse is a copy of numerous data fields from
the BTM production database. It is refreshed nightly which is more than
satisfactory for research needs. The BTM data warehouse was constructed
for three basic reasons:
1. Reduce the complexity of the production database
a. The BTM data warehouse only has three fact tables and
approximately 40 total tables versus the production database
which has over three times that many.

2. Security
a. The BTM data warehouse provides a mechanism for limited
views to be provided to researchers versus providing
researchers with access to the production database.

3. Reporting
a. For analytics, the BTM data warehouse provides an
alternative to running reports against the production
database which can negatively affect database
performance.25

Per the fact table reference in number one above, in BTM, projects can
belong to multiple banks (although CCHMC has not done this to date).
Therefore, all queries including ‘Bank’ need to go through the FactSample
table. Also, in order to get the correct counts by sample, the
FactSample.SampleID needs to be counted distinctly, see the figure below.
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Figure 3-33: BTM FactSample Table25
In BTM, a subject is a patient that belongs to a project. A patient can belong
to multiple medical facilities and projects. Meaning, a patient potentially has
multiple projects, medical facilities, subjectids, and MRNs. In order to get
correct counts by Patient/Subject, the FactSubject.PatientID needs to be
counted distinctly, see the figure below.25, 31

Figure 3-34: BTM FactSubject table
The figure below illustrates the basic data flow from the BTM database to
the BTM data warehouse then to the i2b2 data warehouse. The final data
feed to i2b2 provides data from the BOFC and PAH banks in BTM banks.
This is Component #9 on the Component Diagram in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-35: BTM to i2b2 Data Flow Diagram25
The BTM data warehouse nightly refresh process consists of the following:
1. SQL Server Agent Job “BTM_DW_ETL_Process”.
2. Completion of the previous step initiates an SSIS Package
“BTM_DW Version02_From_Prod.dtsx”
a. This package moves all relevant tables from Production to
[BTM_DW_ETL].
b. This package also executes procedure
[BTM_DW_ETL].[dbo].[usp_ETL_Version02]
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3. Completion of the previous step initiates the truncation and
rebuilding of [DW]
a. [DW] is then copied to the production database [BTM_DW]

The figure below is a macro-level view of the BTM Data Warehouse Entity
Relationship Diagram (ERD). This view is strictly to see the general design
characteristics of the warehouse, the subsequent figures provide more
detailed views and legible column names used in the warehouse
construction.25

Figure 3-36: BTM Data Warehouse Entity Relationship Diagram (Macro
View)25
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Figure 3-37: Detailed View of Section #1 of the BTM Data Warehouse25

Figure 3-38: Detailed View of Section #2 of the BTM Data Warehouse25
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Figure 3-39: Detailed View of Section #3 of the BTM Data Warehouse25

3.3.7 Component #10, Enterprise vs. Bank Level Queries
At a high level, the EDQI system consists of two major components that
continually identify non-compliant data elements, enterprise and bank level
quality queries. As depicted in the figure below, the enterprise level queries
go across all the banks in BTM and are coded independent of specific BTM
bank data quality requirements. ‘Non-compliant’ at the enterprise level
describes a violation of data rules that are consistent amongst all banks in
BTM. The results are grouped per the BTM bank to which they belong.
Bank level queries are coded per the specific requirements provided by the
BTM bank owner or designee. The process starts when the user goes to the
BTM Help website, displayed in the subsequent figures below, and input
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their requirements for non-compliant data. As displayed in the figure below,
as part of this study, the ‘Data QI’ tab represents the implementation of the
EDQI system for CCHMC’s BTM software. Moving forward, this process
will be one of a group of processes that are activated with each new
CCHMC bank added to BTM.

Figure 3-40: BTM Help Homepage29

Upon clicking the Data QI button, users are taken to the screen displayed in
the figure below where they input the specific bank level requirements.
Although the website is setup to submit all entries directly to CCHMC’s RT
HelpDesk System, which creates a ticket and sends a copy of the ticket to all
members of CCHMC’s BTM support team, some minimal translation
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between user and developer is usually required by an Applications Specialist
or Business Analyst.

Figure 3-41: BTM Help Website Data Quality Improvement Report Page29
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After the bank level requirements are clarified, the bank level queries are
developed and implemented. Both the bank level and the enterprise level
queries are executed at the interval requested by the bank owner. The query
results are bundled per BTM bank and distributed via an SSRS email to the
bank’s designated recipients. The end user receives a single list of noncompliant data elements for further investigation. Per the end user’s
perspective, it is a unified process. In reality, however, the only common
elements in this process are the enterprise level queries. The SSRS method
of delivering the results of the queries is virtually the same; the only
customized piece is the frequency of delivery. The figure below displays the
relationship between the queries, distribution tools and the banks.

Figure 3-42: EDQI and Bank Level Query Data Flow
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As with any requirements gathering process, sometimes the end result is not
what the end-user expects and the requirements are adjusted post
implementation to better accommodate user expectations. Developing the
bank level queries are not exempt from this tendency as users often receive
greater or fewer non-compliant data returns than originally anticipated.
Generally, after a few cycles of receiving the EDQI results and performing
subsequent investigations, the requirements are modified to meet the needs
of the lab and the process is generally maintenance free. The only
exceptions to this statement are intentional changes that occur as changes
take place with a particular lab’s workflow. Such a change would prompt
the EDQI process to be modified and to evolve in sync with the lab’s
operations.

3.3.8 Component #11, Non-Compliant Data Process
The data correction workflow for this component begins when the
designated BTM end-users receive automated emails via SSRS listing any
patients, samples or subjects that were identified as non-compliant via the
quality scripts that were described in the previous section. The figure below
is an example of such an email:
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Figure 3-43: BTM Data Quality Check Report27

.

As described in the previous section, the emails will combine both enterprise
and bank level results. The responsibility for investigating each noncompliant data element identified via the quality scripts lies with the
compliance agent. “Compliance agent” generally refers to any member of a
particular lab who is assigned the responsibility of investigating the data
elements received via the SSRS email. This may or may not be an actual
Compliance Specialist, but it is generally the lab’s liaison with the IRB.
After receiving the non-compliant data list, the compliance agent will
proceed to check the identified data elements against the data source for
those data elements. The data source will vary from lab to lab and from data
element to data element. Some examples of data sources include CCHMC’s
EHR system - Epic, CCHMC’s laboratory information system – Cerner,
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EHR systems for other medical organizations, laboratory paperwork sent
from other medical organizations and data located on the sample itself.
Once the compliance agent completes the investigation and either corrects
the data or acknowledges that it is a legitimate outlier, they will then select
the “Verification Complete” checkbox. As a part of this study, Daedalus
Software Inc. added the “Verification Complete” checkbox to the
application. The “Verification Complete” checkbox has been added at the
sample, subject and patient levels. The EDQI queries perform an initial
status check of this checkbox prior to any other data comparison. If the
checkbox has been selected, the EDQI queries will by-pass the associated
data elements at that record level (sample, subject or patient). This reduces
the number of false positives after the initial investigation and checkbox
selection. The figure below displays the Verification Complete checkbox at
the sample level. The patient and subject level functionality is the same as
the sample level.
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Figure 3-44: BTM Accession Page with Verification Complete Field30

This checkbox is never a mandatory field at the application level. Other
than visual display to the end user, the only purpose of the checkbox is to
serve as an indicator for the EDQI query to ignore a particular record. The
‘Verification Complete’ visual display could also be useful to some BTM
users in audit scenarios, when accompanied by appropriate policies or
procedures referencing the checkbox.
After the compliance agent completes their investigation and performs the
appropriate subsequent action, their participation in the EDQI system is
complete until the next pre-determined SSRS email arrives.
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS
4.1 Initial Results
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 below provide total non-compliant data elements
identified at the bank level and at the enterprise level. The percentage of
non-compliant data elements versus total samples is displayed simply to
provide an indication of how often a non-compliant data element could be
encountered for researchers, lab workers or administrative staff utilizing that
particular bank’s data set. Most of the non-compliant data requirements
have targeted sample data versus patient data; however one results set below
addresses patient data, specifically consent data derived from the RL/GL
database previously described in section 3.3.2.
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4.2 Initial Bank Level Results
PAH Bank

Figure 4-1: Non-Compliant Data Results for PAH Bank
The table below provides the total number of non-compliant data elements
discovered via the query and the percentage that number represents against
the total number of samples in the PAH Bank.
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Query:
Collection site
Collection date
Arrival date minus
collection date
Current Medical
Facility
Project name
Project Sample ID
Source
Total Volume
Sample Type
Tube Type
Additive
Sample type: blood /
Additive: EDTA /
Tube type: Pink Top
Tube
Sample type: blood /
Additive: SST / Tube
type: Serum
Separator Tube
(SST)
Sample type: blood /
Additive: acidcitrate-dextrose /
Tube type: Yellow
Top Tube
Sample type: blood /
Additive: PAXgene /
Tube type: PAXgene

# of Noncompliant
Data
Elements
Identified:
101
0

% of Noncompliant Data
Elements vs. Total
PAH Samples
0.13%
0.00%

2,515

3.35%

0

0.00%

0
1
0
2,535
1,105
1,103
1,151

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
3.38%
1.47%
1.47%
1.53%

3

0.00%

0

0.00%

2

0.00%

1

0.00%
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Sample type: blood /
Additive: EDTA /
Tube type: Pink Top
Tube
Sample type: plasma
/ Additive: EDTA /
Tube type: Cryovial Blue
Sample type: serum /
Additive: SST / Tube
type: Cryovial - Red
Sample type: EBV
cells / Additive: acidcitrate-dextrose /
Tube type: Cryovial Yellow
Total:

3

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

2

0.00%

8,522

11.35%

Table 4-1: Non-Compliant Data Results for PAH Bank
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HIBR Bank

Figure 4-2: Non-Compliant Data Results for HIBR Bank

The table below provides the total number of non-compliant data elements
discovered via the query and the percentage that number represents against
the total number of samples in the HIBR Bank.
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Query:

Collection Site
Collection Date
Medical Facility
Sample Source
Sample Type
Additive
Collection
Procedure
Primary
Diagnosis –
Patient
Primary
Diagnosis –
Sample
Preservative
Tissue
Container
Tissue Category
Tissue Type
Extracted Mass
Sample Type Container
Sample Type –
Preservative –
Container
Total:

# of Noncompliant
Data
Elements
Identified:
12,486
4,740
47
0
44
5,240

% of Noncompliant Data
Elements vs. Total
HIBR Samples
139.43%
52.93%
0.52%
0.00%
0.49%
58.51%

1,155

12.90%

38

0.42%

492
9,057

5.49%
101.14%

16
0
18
61

0.18%
0.00%
0.20%
0.68%

438

4.89%

1
33,833

0.01%
377.80%

Table 4-2: Non-Compliant Data Results for HIBR Bank
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CCHMC Bank

Figure 4-3: Non-Compliant Data Results for CCHMC Bank
The table below lists the total number of non-compliant data elements and
the percentage that number represents against the whole. This query was
slightly different than the two above as it targeted subject (patient) data
versus sample data. To this particular bank, the most important quality
check was that of active consent.

Query:

Subjects with
expired consent

# of Noncompliant
Data
Elements
Identified:
3,167

% of Noncompliant Data
Elements vs.
Total CCHMC
Bank Subjects:
7.6%

Table 4-3: Non-Compliant Data Results for CCHMC Bank
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4.3 Initial Enterprise Level Results
All CCHMC BTM Banks

Figure 4-4: Enterprise Level Non-Compliant Results - All Banks
The table below displays the non-compliant data elements identified via
enterprise level queries. These queries identified MRNs assigned multiple
times and patients with multiple MRNs within the same medical facility.

Query:

# of NonCompliant
Data
Elements
Identified:

Bank of NonCompliant Data

MRN assigned
multiple times
45
PRTR
MRN assigned
multiple times
1
PAH
Patient with
multiple MRNs –
Same Med. Facility
4
PRTR
Table 4-4: Non-Compliant Data Results for All CCHMC BTM Banks
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4.4 Initial Results Analysis
One data comparison worthy of note is the total percentage of noncompliant data elements versus total number of samples for the PAH and
HIBR banks. The PAH bank has a non-compliant data element in one out of
ten samples, in contrast, the HIBR bank averages over three non-compliant
data elements for every sample. A common finding amongst the two bank’s
data sets is the ‘Additive’ category was the third highest non-compliant data
finding for both banks. Considering the data entry methods of these two
banks, it is also worth noting that the PAH bank has an established ETL
upload process (Component #4 of Figure 3-4) versus the HIBR bank which
strictly performs manual data entry (Component #8 of Figure 3-4).
The CCHMC findings could have positive financial implications. With over
3,000 samples in the freezers with expired consent, that’s a substantial
amount of biobanking real estate that can be freed up and reallocated to new
samples, if desired. This also empowers the biobank manager to develop
new storage processes, such as replacing expired consent samples with
newly consented samples. The main reason this query was developed
however, is compliance. Without appropriate consent, samples should never
be distributed to researchers. At the very least, this data can be combined
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with the i2b2 ETL (Component #9 of Figure 3-4) to restrict the de-identified
data set to only include samples with current consent. Otherwise, the check
for current consent takes place after a sample request is made and this can be
misleading to investigators regarding the quantity of available samples based
on the specified criteria entered into i2b2 (Component #9 of Figure 3-4) .
The EDQI system will not, and should not, eliminate the need for a consent
review prior to sample distribution, however, the EDQI system in essence
makes this a second review which substantially decreases the probability of
a sample being erroneously distributed.
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4.5 Post Implementation Results
PAH Data
The following charts illustrate a side-by-side data comparison of PAH data
before and after implementation of the EDQI system.

Although visually indistinguishable in Figure 4-6, there were 100 noncompliant data elements that remained after the EDQI implementation. This
was a reduction of 8,422 or 98.83% of the original non-compliant data
elements. Causes of non-compliant data included:
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1. Transposed dates – particularly 2024 versus 2014. This caused date
range requirements to show up out-of-specification on the EDQI
report.
2. Transposed fields – particularly the ‘Collection Date’ field and the
‘Arrival Date’ field were frequently interchanged. Neither field
would be caught by an isolated EDQI query, however, when
calculating the difference between the two dates to analyze sample
degradation due to delays, the time range results were negative, a
condition which is caught by an EDQI query.
3. Missing data – particularly the ‘Collection Site’ and ‘Additive’ fields
were frequently omitted.
4. Incorrect drop-down selection – particularly the ‘Collection Site’,
field had a high volume of non-compliant selections.
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HIBR Data
The following charts illustrate a side-by-side data comparison of HIBR data
before and after implementation of the EDQI system.

Although visually indistinguishable in Figure 4-8, there were 1,532 noncompliant data elements that remained after the EDQI implementation. This
was a reduction of 32,301 or 95.47% of the original non-compliant data
elements. Causes of non-compliant data included:
1. Omission of data fields – particularly the ‘Additive’,
‘Preservative’, ‘Primary Diagnosis for Patient’ and Primary
Diagnosis for Sample’ fields.
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2. Inappropriate inclusion of data fields – particularly ‘Additive’ for
sample types where this field is not applicable.
3. Inappropriate configuration – the ‘Collection Date’ field existed in
two tabs at the application level. One was hard-coded via the
application and one was created via the configuration module.
CCHMC Data
The following charts illustrate a side-by-side data comparison of CCHMC
data before and after implementation of the EDQI system.

Although visually indistinguishable in Figure 4-10, there were 3 noncompliant data elements that remained after the EDQI implementation. This
is a reduction of 3,164 or 99.91% of the original non-compliant data
elements. In contrast to the PAH and HIBR data, CCHMC’s EDQI queries
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relied on a direct comparison with CCHMC’s EHR system Epic which
retains consent data. Comparisons were made for any non-compliant status,
which included consent withdrawn and consent expired. Consents that are
withdrawn are changed by the registrars to expired status, so both statuses
were combined into the ‘Expired’ non-compliant data category.

CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS and DISCUSSION
Discovery of non-compliant data elements was made at both the bank and
enterprise levels. This discovery is the initial, and arguably most crucial,
mechanism in the EDQI system. After implementation of the EDQI system,
a total of 45,572 non-compliant data elements were discovered. The noncompliant data elements were routed to the biobank owners for investigation
and correction. Some correction efforts included creation and execution of
scripts to correct large data sets at one time. Other correction efforts were
manual efforts requiring investigation into small data sets or even individual
data elements. After all correction efforts were complete, the EDQI queries
were run again, and of the 45,572 non-compliant data elements discovered,
43,887 were corrected. That is a decrease in non-compliant data elements of
96.30%. Thus the hypothesis presented in section 1.5, “if an EDQI system is
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developed and implemented for CCHMC’s biobanking data system, then the
percentage of non-compliant data will decrease” can be confirmed.
Development and implementation of an EDQI system for this dissertation
combined static and flexible elements for a custom solution for CCHMC’s
biobanking data. Each biobanking group now has the ability to build upon
the EDQI system to ensure data quality to the degree desired and in the
particular data areas of concern. Concepts such as six sigma, poke yoke and
kaizen, which are frequently associated with improving manufacturing
processes, can be applied to each biobanking group’s data process using the
EDQI system.

CHAPTER 6 FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
For CCHMC, confirmation of the hypothesis will lead to a full and
permanent implementation of the EDQI system for CCHMC’s biobanking
data. Post implementation, ‘quality improvement techniques’ can be
implemented against the ‘quality improvement system’ (EDQI) itself, just
like any other system that needs systemic improvement. After the system
has been in place for a period of time longitudinal analysis can be completed
on non-compliant data results to look for trends or patterns. Identification of
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a trend or pattern may influence the data entry method, the query that led to
the discovery or the workflow in the lab. On the informatics side, a macrolevel view for trends or patterns across all banks will enable best practices in
quality improvement techniques to be shared across the organization. The
informatics side also will also have the unique collection of requirements
that can be shared amongst all the CCHMC banks as best practices in quality
improvement.
The focus on the EDQI system is proactively addressing any erroneous data
before the data is distributed and decisions are made on that data. Another
future opportunity to improve the EDQI system is performing a retrospective
analysis of incidents where erroneous data was discovered and how the data
got into the BTM database. Such a retrospective analysis will provide
additional requirements for the EDQI system and enhance the system to
prevent those incidents from occurring in the future.
Finally, some of the EDQI requirements may eventually be included in
institutional policies and procedures. This would seem to be particularly
appropriate with legal and compliance issues such as family group
identification regarding genetic research and consent status where the stakes
are high regarding erroneous data and include institutional liability versus
data that might only bring limited liability to a particular study or a
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particular principal investigator. The principal investigator obviously has a
vested interest in filling out the bank level EDQI requirements to ensure
integrity of the data at the study level. The EDQI system provides a
mechanism to protect both strategic level institutional needs and tactical
level study-based needs.
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